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2018 Market Performance 01/01/2018 to 01/31/2018 

 

DJIA ^DJI Up 5.23%  

S&P 500 ^GSPC Up 5.14%   

NASDAQ ^IXIC Up 6.94% 

Russell 2000 ^ RUT Up 2.57%  

 

* Index performance does NOT include  

any fees (Gross of fees)  

 

Source: http//finance.yahoo.com 
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What kind of role can a financial professional play for an investor? The 
answer: a very important one. While the value of such a relationship is 
hard to quantify, the intangible benefits may be significant and long 
lasting. 
   
A good financial professional can help an investor interpret today’s fi-
nancial climate, determine objectives, and assess progress toward those 
goals. Alone, an investor may be challenged to do any of this effectively. 
Moreover, an uncounseled investor may make self-defeating decisions. 
    
Some investors never turn to a financial professional. They concede that 
there might be some value in maintaining such a relationship, but they 
ultimately decide to go it alone. That may be a mistake.  
     
No investor is infallible. Investors can feel that way during a great market 
year, when every decision seems to work out well. In long bull markets, 
investors risk becoming overconfident. The big-picture narrative of Wall 
Street can be forgotten, along with the reality that the market has occa-
sional bad years. 
     
This is when irrational exuberance creeps in. A sudden market shock 
may lead an investor into other irrational behaviors. Perhaps stocks sink 
rapidly, and an investor realizes (too late) that a portfolio is over-
weighted in equities. Or, perhaps an investor panics during a correction, 
selling low only to buy high after the market rebounds.  
  
Often, investors grow impatient and try to time the market. Poor market 
timing may explain this divergence: according to investment research 

firm DALBAR, the S&P 500 returned an average of 8.91% annually across 
the 20 years ending on December 31, 2015, while the average equity 
investor’s portfolio returned just 4.67% per year.1 
                  
The other risk is that of financial nearsightedness. When an investor flies 
solo, chasing yield and “making money” too often become the top pur-
suits. The thinking is short term. 
  
A good financial professional helps a committed investor and retirement 
saver stay on track. He or she helps the investor set a course for the long 
term, based on a defined investment policy and target asset allocations 
with an eye on major financial goals. The client’s best interest is para-
mount. 
 
As the investor-professional relationship unfolds, the investor begins to 
notice the intangible ways the professional provides value. Insight and 
knowledge inform investment selection and portfolio construction. The 
professional explains the subtleties of investment classes and how po-
tential risk often relates to potential reward. Perhaps most importantly, 
the professional helps the client get past the “noise” and “buzz” of the 
financial markets to see what is really important to his or her financial 
life.  
  
This is the value a financial professional brings to the table. You cannot 
quantify it in dollar terms, but you can certainly appreciate it over time. 
 
Citations. 
1 - zacksim.com/heres-investors-underperform-market/ [5/22/17] 

Why Having a Financial Professional Matters 
A good professional provides important guidance and insight through the years. 
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Bad Money Habits to Break in 2018 
Behaviors worth changing for the New Year. 

Do bad money habits constrain your financial progress? Many people fall into the same financial behavior patterns 
year after year. If you sometimes succumb to these financial tendencies, the New Year is as good an occasion as any to 
alter your behavior.  
   
#1: Lending money to family & friends. You may know someone who has lent a few thousand to a sister or brother, a 
few hundred to an old buddy, and so on. Generosity is a virtue, but personal loans can easily transform into personal fi-
nancial losses for the lender. If you must loan money to a friend or family member, mention that you will charge interest 
and set a repayment plan with deadlines. Better yet, don’t do it at all. If your friends or relatives can’t learn to budget, 
why should you bail them out? 
   
#2: Spending more than you make. Living beyond your means, living on margin, whatever you wish to call it, it is a path 
toward significant debt. Wealth is seldom made by buying possessions; today’s flashy material items may become the 
garage sale junk of 2027. That doesn’t stop people from racking up consumer debts: a 2017 study conducted by Nerd-
Wallet determined that the average U.S. household carries $15,654 in credit card debt alone.1 
   
#3: Saving little or nothing. Good savers build emergency funds, have money to invest and compound, and leave the 
stress of living paycheck-to-paycheck behind. If you can’t put extra money away, there is another way to get some: a sec-
ond job. Even working 15-20 hours more per week could make a big difference. The problem of saving too little is far too 
common: at the end of 2017, the Department of Commerce found the U.S. personal savings rate at 2.9%, a low unseen 
since 2007.2 
   
#4: Living without a budget. You may make enough money that you don’t feel you need to budget. In truth, few of us are 
really that wealthy. In calculating a budget, you may find opportunities for savings and detect wasteful spending. 
   
#5: Frivolous spending. Advertisers can make us feel as if we have sudden needs; needs we must respond to, needs that 
can only be met via the purchase of a product. See their ploys for what they are. Think twice before spending impulsively. 
    
#6: Not using cash often enough. No one can deny that the world runs on credit, but that doesn’t mean your household 
should. Pay with cash as often as your budget allows. 
   
#7: Gambling. Remember when people had to go to Atlantic City or Nevada to play blackjack or slots? Today, behemoth 
casinos are as common as major airports; most metro areas seem to have one or be within an hour’s drive of one. If you 
don’t like smoke and crowds, you can always play the lottery. There are many glamorous ways to lose money while hav-
ing “fun.” The bottom line: losing money is not fun. It takes willpower to stop gambling. If an addiction has overruled 
your willpower, seek help.   
   
#8: Inadequate financial literacy. Is the financial world boring? To many people, it is. The Wall Street Journal is not ex-
actly Rolling Stone, and The Economist is hardly light reading. You don’t have to start there, however: great, readable, and 
even entertaining websites filled with useful financial information abound. Reading an article per day on these websites 
could help you greatly increase your financial understanding if you feel it is lacking.    
    
#9: Not contributing to IRAs or workplace retirement plans. Even with all the complaints about 401(k)s and the low 
annual limits on traditional and Roth IRA contributions, these retirement savings vehicles offer you remarkable wealth-
building opportunities. The earlier you contribute to them, the better; the more you contribute to them, the more com-
pounding of those invested assets you may potentially realize.  
    
#10: DIY retirement planning. Those who plan for retirement without the help of professionals leave themselves open to 
abrupt, emotional investing mistakes and tax and estate planning oversights. Another common tendency is to vastly un-
derestimate the amount of money needed for the future. Few people have the time to amass the knowledge and skill set 
possessed by a financial services professional with years of experience. Instead of flirting with trial and error, see a pro-
fessional for insight. 
 
Citations. 
1 -.bizjournals.com/boston/news/2017/12/12/five-things-you-need-to-know-today-and-why-were.html [12/12/17] 
2 - reuters.com/article/us-usa-economy/strong-u-s-consumer-business-spending-bolster-growth-picture-idUSKBN1EG1J2 [12/22/17] 
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Tax Deductions Gone in 2018 
What standbys did tax reforms eliminate? 

Are the days of itemizing over? Not quite, but now that 

H.R. 1 (popularly called the Tax Cuts & Jobs Act) is the law, 

all kinds of itemized federal tax deductions have vanished. 

    

Early drafts of H.R. 1 left only two itemized deductions in the 

Internal Revenue Code – one for home loan interest, the other 

for charitable donations. The final bill left many more stand-

ing, but plenty of others fell. Here is a partial list of the item-

ized deductions unavailable this year.1 

   

Moving expenses. Last year, you could deduct such costs if 

you made a job-related move that had you resettling at least 

50 miles away from your previous address. You could even 

take this deduction without itemizing. Now, only military ser-

vicemembers can take this deduction.2,3 

    

Casualty, disaster, and theft losses. This deduction is not 

totally gone. If you incur such losses during 2018-25 due to a 

federally declared disaster (that is, the President declares your 

area a disaster area), you are still eligible to take a federal tax 

deduction for these personal losses.4  

   

Home office use. Employee business expense deductions 

(such as this one) are now gone from the Internal Revenue 

Code, which is unfortunate for people who work remotely.1 

   

Unreimbursed travel and mileage. Previously, unreim-

bursed travel expenses related to work started becoming de-

ductible for a taxpayer once his or her total miscellaneous de-

ductions surpassed 2% of adjusted gross income. No more.1 

  

Miscellaneous unreimbursed job expenses. Continuing 

education costs, union dues, medical tests required by an em-

ployer, regulatory and license fees for which an employee was 

not compensated, out-of-pocket expenses paid by workers for 

tools, supplies, and uniforms – these were all expenses that 

were deductible once a taxpayer’s total miscellaneous deduc-

tions exceeded 2% of his or her AGI. That does not apply 

now.2,5 

  

Job search expenses. Unreimbursed expenses related to a 

job hunt are no longer deductible. That includes payments for 

classes and courses taken to improve career or professional 

knowledge or skills as well as and job search services (such as 

the premium service offered by LinkedIn).5  

  

Subsidized employee parking and transit passes. Last 

year, there was a corporate deduction for this; a worker could 

receive as much as $255 monthly from an employer to help pay 

for bus or rail passes or parking fees linked to a commute. The 

subsidy did not count as employee income. The absence of the 

employer deduction could mean such subsidies will be much 

harder to come by for workers this year.2 

   

 

 

Home equity loan interest. While the ceiling on the home 

mortgage interest deduction fell to $750,000 for mortgages 

taken out starting December 15, 2017, the deduction for home 

equity loan interest disappears entirely this year with no such 

grandfathering.2 

  

Investment fees and expenses. This deduction has been 

repealed, and it should also be noted that the cost of invest-

ment newsletters and safe deposit boxes fees are no longer 

deductible.  In some situations, investors may want to deduct 

these fees from their account balances (i.e., pre-tax savings) 

rather than pay them by check (after-tax dollars).5 

 

Tax preparation fees. Individual taxpayers are now unable 

to deduct payments to CPAs, tax prep firms, and tax software 

companies.3   

  

Legal fees. This is something of a gray area: while it appears 

hourly legal fees and contingent, attorney fees may no longer 

be deductible this year, other legal expenses may be deducti-

ble.5   

   

Convenience fees for debit and credit card use for fed-

eral tax payments. Have you ever paid your federal taxes 

this way? If you do this in 2018, such fees cannot be deducted.2  

  

An important note for business owners. All the vanished 

deductions for unreimbursed employee expenses noted above 

pertain to Schedule A. If you are a sole proprietor and routine-

ly file a Schedule C with your 1040 form, your business-linked 

deductions are unaltered by the new tax reforms.1 

  

An important note for teachers. One miscellaneous unre-

imbursed job expense deduction was retained amid the wave of 

reforms: classroom teachers who pay for school supplies out-of-

pocket can still claim a deduction of up to $250 for such costs.6  

  

The tax reforms aimed to simplify the federal tax code, 

among other objectives. In addition to eliminating many 

itemized deductions, the personal exemption is gone. The indi-

vidual standard deduction, though, has climbed to $12,000. (It 

is $18,000 for heads of household and $24,000 for married cou-

ples filing jointly.) For some taxpayers used to filling out 

Schedule A, the larger standard deduction may make up for 

the absence of most itemized deductions.1 
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How much does the average American household have in the bank? Estimates vary, but the short answer to this question is 

“not enough.”  

 

Last year, a GoBankingRates poll discovered that 57% of U.S. households had less than $1,000 in deposit accounts (although, 

25% reported having at least $10,000). A 2017 analysis from Moebs Services, a research firm consulting banks and credit un-

ions, noted that the average U.S. checking account contained around $3,600.1,2 

      

Eyeing these numbers, you get the sense that – in an emergency – most households have less than a month before their liquid 

savings run out. Is this true for your household? Hopefully, your cash reserve is much larger; if that is not the case, now is as 

good a time as any to bolster your emergency fund.  

 

Building up an emergency fund may be easier than you think. As financial upsets are thankfully infrequent, you have long 

periods of normalcy in which you can amass cash. Can you save $50 a month toward that goal? You will have $600 after 12 

months if you do or $1,200 in 12 months if your spouse saves along with you. That may not seem like much, but even that 

little pool of cash could suffice. 

 

Keep in mind, the whole goal of an emergency fund is to deal with sudden – and presumably acute – expenses. In the grand 

scheme of things, these emergency costs will likely be trivial compared to the total expense of your retirement. If you end up 

directing more of your money to your retirement fund than your emergency fund per month, who can blame you? Your re-

tirement fund is presumably invested in equities and has the chance to grow and compound over time. It addresses what is 

arguably your top financial need – the need to provide yourself with financial stability after you end your career.   

 

Some households need larger emergency funds than others. A high-earning, child-free couple living without much debt in a 

relatively inexpensive metro area might need one to absorb only 3-4 months of expenses. A family reliant on one paycheck 

might need one that is much larger, as severe financial trouble could surface if the breadwinner loses a job or falls ill.   

    

Emergency funds can also help in other kinds of money crises. While an emergency is an unexpected event calling for an 

immediate response, you may be able to sense other financial disruptions and inconveniences coming. Maybe that garage 

door keeps malfunctioning or your eight-year-old computer has trouble booting up. These are signals that you will need to 

write a check or pull out that debit card soon. 

   

Living without an emergency fund can invite worry. It is an anxiety too many households have had to accept. Plan to save a 

little each month (or more than a little, if you can manage), so that you may create a bit more financial “breathing room” in 

your life.    
 

Citations. 
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What Do You Have in Reserve for 2018? 
Build your emergency fund this year. 


